Mailing Your Voice: A different Vote.

A How-to guide on sharing your ideas with your state Senators.
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This year is an election year.

People 18 and older will share their voices...

For those who are younger...

... and full of voice...

[Candidate 1]
[Candidate 2]
[Candidate 3]

by voting on a ballot for President.
"I believe..."

... And have something to say...

... About the country they live in...

... dream with...

And wake up to each morning...
you can vote with your voice...

through letter writing

... or even, maybe, a comic.
This type of vote is not on a ballot or at a polling place.

And this vote is not added to a count, like the presidential election in November.
because it's not a filled-in bubble on a sheet of paper.

it's different...
In a way, this kind of vote is louder, and fuller because you can say what you want.

And gift your senator with your ideas for the community, city, state, and country.
•

NEBRASKA.

For nebraska +
For all of
America –

people who
work in
politics –

They have mailboxes.
And while voting when you're younger than 18...

isn't possible right now...

...maybe your words or your pictures

Can gift a Senator with a new way of seeing people in their State

Which could change the way they vote on a ballot...

or how they create change for you and your community.
You can write to them about anything!

Here are a few tips...

Find your District Senator
Write with your unique voice.
Say how you feel
Find a way

They are people too.
And kind
to be both Honest

There are 49 district senators!
your voice, your words, and your pictures...

They really matter.

Special thanks to Westin Miller

Take care—M